We prove, for a sufficiently small, subset A of a prime residue field an estimate on the number of solutions to the equation pa 1´a2 qpa 3´a4 q " pa 5´a6 qpa 7´a8 q with all variables in A. We then derive new bounds on trilinear exponential sums and on the total number of residues equaling the product of two differences of elements of A. We also prove a refined estimate on the number of collinear triples in a Cartesian product of multiplicative subgroups and derive stronger bounds for trilinear sums with all variables in multiplicative subgroups.
Introduction
Let p be a prime and let F p be the finite field of p elements. Now given three sets X , Y, Z Ď F p , and three sequences of complex weights α " pα x q xPX , β " pβ y q yPY and γ " pγ z q zPZ supported on X , Y and Z, respectively, we consider exponential sums We also define more general sums T pX , Y, Z; ρ, σ, τ q " ÿ xPX ÿ yPY ÿ zPZ ρ x,y σ x,z τ y,z e p pxyzq (1.4) combinatorics and thus work the best in prime fields F p , extension to arbitrary finite fields can be found in [3, 5, 13, 15] .
Here, as in all previous works, we improve the state-of-the-art on DˆpAq for sufficiently small A, see Theorem 4.3 below, and then use some previously known estimates and obtain new concrete bounds on the exponential sums in (1.1) and (1.4) , see Theorem 6.1 below. This progress is rooted at the eigenvalue method of Shkredov.
For the special case of multiplicative subgroups, we achieve further progress by an altogether different method: by improving existing bounds on the number of collinear triples of Cartesian products of multiplicative subgroups, see Theorems 5.2 and 6.2 below. Our results lead to small improvements on bounds on trinomial exponential sums, see [11] and Corollary 6.3.
We also bound from below the cardinality of the set pA´AqpA´Aq " tpa 1´a2 qpa 3´a4 q : a 1 . . . , a 4 P Au , see Theorem 6.4 below, improving [14, Theorem 27 ].
Notation
In what follows, it is convenient to introduce notation A À B and B Á A as equivalents of A ď p op1q B as p Ñ 8; and A " B as equivalent to A À B and B À A.
We also recall that the notations A " OpBq, A ! B and B " A are each equivalent to the statement that the inequality A ď c B holds with a constant c ą 0 which is absolute throughout this paper.
Some combinatorial quantities
Given two sets U, V Ď F p we define ‚ E˚pU, Vq where˚P t`,´,ˆ, / u is one of the four arithmetic operations as the number of solutions to the equation
‚ E3 pU, Vq where˚P t`,´,ˆ, / u as the number of solutions to the equation
‚ DˆpU, Vq as the number of solutions to the equation pu 1´v1 qpu 2´v2 q " pu 3´v3 qpu 4´v4 q,
‚ r DˆpU, Vq as the number of solutions to the equation
‚ r T pU, Vq as the number of collinear triples in UˆV with slopes in Fp, that is, the number of solutions to the equation
‚ NpU, V, Wq as the number of solutions to
In the case of equal sets U " V, we write E˚pU, Uq " E˚pUq and E3 pU, Uq " E3 pUq .
Clearly r DˆpUq ď DˆpUq ď r DˆpUq`4|U| 6 .
Note that expressing NpU, V, Wq and DˆpU, Vq via multiplicative character sums, by the Cauchy inequality we immediately derive
We also define these quantities with functions instead of sets. For example, for a function F : F p Ñ R and˚P t`,´,ˆ, / u we define E3 pF q " ÿ
F px 1 qF py 1 qF px 2 qF py 2 qF px 3 qF py 3 q , and also given a set U Ď F p we define
A new bound on DˆpAq
We use results based on the eigenvalue method of Shkredov [19] to prove a new upper bound on DˆpAq. Throughout the proof we use the convention that sets are written in curly script capital letters and their cardinality in roman script capital letters, for example, |A| " A.
We start with a result which can be of independent interest. Lemma 4.1. Let F : F p Ñ R be a non-negative function and let K ě 1 be an arbitrary parameter. Suppose that for˚P t`,´,ˆ, / u and any set S Ď F p one has
Then
Proof. By the Dirichlet principle, there exists some ∆ ą 0 such that
and for any S Ď F p , by our assumption one has
Applying [14, Theorem 34] (which holds for any type of energy) with
we obtain
In other words, pE˚pF13 " pE˚pBqq 13 ∆ 52 À pE3 pF6 K 2 }F } 12 1 as required.
[ \ In the proof of Theorem 4.3 below we apply Lemma 4.1 to the function r A´A pxq " |tpa, bq P AˆA : a´b " xu| and to multiplicative energy.
Proof. For a, b P F p set r pA´aq{pA´bq pxq " |tpc, dq P AˆA : pc´aq{pd´bq " xu| .
From the definition of E / 3 pr A´A q collecting terms with the same value of
We now observe that ÿ xPFp r A´A pxqr A´A pzxq " |tpa, b, c, dq P AˆA : pc´aq{pd´bq " zu| " ÿ a,bPA r pA´aq{pA´bq pzq .
Using the Hölder inequality
Therefore we see that
*ˇˇˇǐ s the number of ordered collinear quadruples
By [14, Theorem 11(2)] we have
which together with (4.2) and (4.3) gives the first inequality.
To obtain the second inequality just apply the modern form of the incidence result of Rudnev [17] , see, for example, [19, Theorem 10] . This completes the proof.
[ \
Proof. We begin by noting that
DˆpAq " Eˆpr A´A q .
By the first inequality of Lemma 4.2 we have E3 pr A´A q À A 9
while for all S satisfying S ď A 2 ď p the second inequality becomes
By the remark after [ 
Proof. The result for GH ď p is clear from [11, Lemma 2.6] once we eliminate the contribution from the zero solutions (see also [18] ). Similarly for GH ě p 4{3 from [9, Theorem 1.1]. We now prove for p ă GH ă p 4{3 by following the argument of [11] .
We can think of M G " Fp{G and similarly for M H . We now set
for a sufficiently small c to be chosen later (it is better to think of ∆ as a parameter to be chosen later), by [11, Corollaries 2.3 and 2.5] and by observing that the contribution from lines with ab " 0 is at most
We now let τ ą ∆ be another parameter and define Θ τ " tpα, βq P M GˆMH : |tpx, yq P GˆH : ux`vy " 1u| ě τ u .
Hence,
By Lemma 5.1 we have
provided G 2 H 2 |Θ τ | ď p 3 and |Θ τ | ď GH. Clearly the second condition is satisfied since |Θ τ | ď |M G ||M H | " pp´1q 2 {pGHq ď GH.
We now suppose that G 2 H 2 |Θ τ | ą p 3 . We define Q τ " pα, βq P FpˆFp : ι G,H pℓ´a β´1,β´1 q ě τ ( .
We can then think of Θ τ as a union of cosets. We have the number of incidences between GˆH and lines ℓ´a β´1,β´1 with α, β P Q τ is at least
But from [20] we have the number of point-line incidences
. It follows that for this inequality to hold we need ∆ 2 ! G 3 H 3 {p 3 . By choosing the constant c in the definition of ∆ small enough, we ensure this never happens.
We now let τ j " e j ∆, for j " 0, 1, . . . , J and J " rlogpG 1{2 H 1{2 {∆qs. We observe that the contributions from lines ℓ a,b , a, b P Fp is in one to one correspondence with those given by ℓ´a β´1,β´1 . Now from (5.2) we have
We also have τ j ě τ 0 " ∆ " G 3{2 H 3{2 {p 3{2 ą GH{p for all j. It follows that the contribution to W is bounded by
Substituting into (5.1) we have the required result.
[ \ In particular, we see from Theorem 5.2 that
.
Since r T pG, Hq ď GH r DˆpG, Hq, where r DˆpG, Hq does not include the zero solutions of DˆpG, Hq, we have the following. 
We mention the above result is only new for G and H falling either side of pp log pq 1{2 ; see the proof of [11, Lemma 3.5].
Applications
Let us record what Theorem 4.3 gives for the exponential sums mentioned in the Introduction. Theorem 6.1. For any sets X , Y, Z Ď F p as in (1.2) and complex weights α, β and γ as in (1.3) or ρ, σ and τ as in (1.5), for the sums SpX , Y, Z; α, β, γq defined as in (1.1) or T pX , Y, Z; ρ, σ, τ q defined as in (1.4) we have
Proof. It is shown in the proof of [16, Theorem 1.1] that
Hence, by (3.1) we have
Furthermore, it is shown in the proof of [16, Theorem 1.3 
Using Theorem 4.3 proves both claims.
[ \ The bound on T pX , Y, Z; ρ, σ, τ q improves (1.7) from [19] . Note that the range of non-triviality, that is the set of values of X, Y, Z for which |T pX , Y, Z; ρ, σ, τ q| is smaller than XY Z, obtained via the triangleinequality, is X 13 Y 10 Z 10 Á p 13 . Taking X " Y " Z gives that when X Á p 13{33 the bound in Theorem 6.1 is non-trivial. The example where X " Y " Z " t1, . . . , Xu and all the weights equal 1, shows that X " p 1{3 is necessary.
The bound on SpX , Y, Z; α, β, γq improves [16] under some conditions. For example, when X " Y " Z, the bound SpX , X , X ; α, β, γq ! p 1{4 X 19{8 , has been given in [16] , while Theorem 4.3 gives SpX , X , X ; α, β, γq À p 1{4 X 107{52 EˆpX q 1{8 , which is better when EˆpX q ď X 33{13´ε for some ε ą 0. Note that 33{13 ą 5{2 so this condition is not very restrictive as is known to be satisfied for many special sets. For example, see [18, Proposition 1] , for shifted multiplicative subgroups of Fp.
Another interesting example is given by the set Z " tz´1`a : z P Iu Ď F p of shifted reciprocals modulo p of integers of an interval I " rk`1, k`Zs (embedded in F p ) with some integers k and Z ě 1. Clearly, the equatioǹ u´1`a˘`v´1`a˘"`y´1`a˘`z´1`a˘, u, v, y, z P I , has OpZ 2 q solutions with u´1`a˘`v´1`a˘"`y´1`a˘`z´1`a˘" 0 or a 2 , u, v, y, z P I .
Otherwise we reduce it to OpZ 2 q equations of the form (6.1)`y´1`a˘`z´1`a˘" λ, y, z P I , with some fixed λ P F p zt0, a 2 u. One verifies that (6.1) is equivalent to py`bqpz`bq " µ, y, z P Izt0u , 
Proof. Again, we recall that it is shown in [16] that
Using Corollary 5.3 we prove the result.
[ \ The first bound of Theorem 6.2 is non-trivial when F Ñ 8 as p Ñ 8, while the second bound is non-trivial when F HG ě p 1`ε for some fixed ε ą 0. The first part of the theorem improves [11, Lemma 3.5] in the range H ă p 1{2 , and GH ě p log p and leads to improved bounds on trinomial exponential sums in some ranges. The bound in [11, Lemma 3.5] 
As in [11, Theorem 1.5], we can use Theorem 6.2 to estimate exponential sums
with trinomials
where χ is an arbitrary multiplicative character of Fp. [ \ This improves the exponent 68{45´ε for all ε ą 0 and A ď p 9{16 give in [14, Theorem 27 ].
